
MATRIX MONITOR
Friday February 24, 2023

The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features SPACECOM’s exploration of “dynamic space
operations,” an analysis of Chinese investment in Southeast Asian AI companies,

ChatGPT passing the Theory of Mind Test, a human player defeated a top-ranked AI
system at the game Go, the volume of crypto-based crime transactions rose to an

all-time high in 2022, China’s “phantom space strike” capability, China has surpassed
the U.S. in nuclear fusion patents, Russia continues to deploy Chinese UAVs in its war

in Ukraine, China’s plan to circumvent US chip sanctions, and China courts are
undermining foreign intellectual property rights.



NEXT5 EDITOR’S HIGHLIGHTS
Next5 asked ChatGPT to contribute to the Matrix Monitor this week. The below article was
summarized by the chatbot:

→ A recent Chainalysis report reveals that despite the market downturn in 2022, the
volume of cryptocurrency-based crime transactions reached an all-time high of $20.6B,
an increase for the second consecutive year. Over 43% of these illicit transactions came
from sanctioned entities, including the Russian-based crypto exchange Garantex, which was
sanctioned by the U.S. government but continues to operate. The report warns that businesses
subject to U.S. jurisdiction face substantial compliance risks, including fines and potential
criminal charges, when transacting with such entities. The report also notes that while
transaction volumes fell across all other categories of cryptocurrency-related crime, stolen funds
rose 7% YoY. Overall, the share of all cryptocurrency activity associated with illicit activity rose
from 0.12% in 2021 to 0.24% in 2022, but illicit activity in cryptocurrency remains a small share
of total volume, at less than 1%. While the market downturn may be one reason for the increase
in illicit activity, crime as a share of all cryptocurrency activity is still trending downwards.

#FIN #Cybersecurity Chainalysis

Analyst Comment: Next5 asked ChatGPT to summarize the Chainalysis report in
business language. The chatbot successfully identified the most relevant points in
clearer, more concise prose than the human analyst. The analyst has been using
ChatGPT as a personal assistant during his political science and business management
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studies at Columbia University. He uses ChatGPT as a writing coach, feeding it his work
and challenging it to identify any shortcomings or issues with the logic and/or structure.
The tool has also identified counterarguments throughout the revision process, ensuring
a thorough analysis of the given issue from as many angles as possible. While he
verifies all information the chatbot generates, and has certainly noticed some errors, it
has served him well as a personal TA – one for which he doesn’t need to worry about
scheduling office hours. The analyst believes that education and professional
environments have fundamentally changed. While ChatGPT will never replace learning,
which happens as students study for exams and craft their own arguments in essays, it
should be seen as an invaluable ally in the process.

DIGITALIZATION
→ Microsoft is collaborating with web3 infrastructure provider Ankr to provide a node
service for businesses that require blockchain data access. The two firms will work together
on a new node hosting service in Microsoft's Azure cloud marketplace, with tailored memory
and bandwidth specifications for blockchain nodes. The enterprise node deployment service
would allow web3 projects or developers to deploy smart contracts, relay transactions, and read
or write blockchain data. Ankr offers a remote procedure call (RPC) service that connects cloud
nodes to 19 blockchains, including BNB Chain, Ethereum, Polygon, Solana, and Avalanche.
Following this partnership, developers will be able to build decentralized apps on Ankr's RPCs
and middleware platform while also meeting their scaling needs on Microsoft's cloud platform.
Azure, for example, can optimize transaction processes across multiple proof-of-stake chains
and route RPC requests to the most appropriate nodes in real time. Decentralized applications
can connect to blockchains and access user data using RPC nodes like those provided by Ankr.
As a result, they are an important piece of infrastructure for the blockchain sector. Within the
infrastructure niche, RPC remains a significant vertical, dominated by both centralized and
decentralized players such as Ankr and competitors such as Infura, QuickNode, Alchemy, and
others. #DIG #FIN #USA The Block

→ Supermarket chains, such as Kroger, are generating significant profits by selling their
customers' data to brands and advertisers, according to a new investigation. This data
comes from loyalty cards (96% of all purchases at Kroger stores are tied to a loyalty card) and
mobile apps, which require customers to enter PII, such as personal phone numbers. If
customers have the Kroger app on their phones, Bluetooth beacons may ping the app to record
their presence and may send them personalized offers. Customers' location within the store can
be tracked as well. If customers use their loyalty memberships in-store, detailed information
about their purchases gets added to their shopping history, tied to a unique household identifier.
Additionally, Kroger can store data regarding financial and payment information, health-related
information, mobile devices (mobile advertising ID, IP address, browsing data, use of tracking
pixels, and cookies), demographic information, biometrics (facial recognition is used at some
locations), and behavioral inferences. Selling this customer data has transformed Kroger from a
traditional grocery business to a digitally sophisticated retailer with its own data science unit,
distinguishing it from larger competitors like Walmart, which also collects, analyzes, and
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monetizes shopper data for brands and targeted advertising on its own retail ad network. This
data is being sold back to brands that sell their products in the grocery stores. In order to gauge
the success of the brands' products, these brands want granular shopping data that only
supermarkets have. In recent years, this data has become more difficult to obtain and thus more
valuable, according to experts. For supermarkets, collecting intelligence on shoppers is useful
not just for selling back to brands but also to enable highly targeted advertising to reach specific
shoppers. According to Forrester, retailers and marketplaces were estimated to sell $40B in
digital ads in 2022, with an expectation of that figure doubling in four years. #DIG
#Cybersecurity #USA The Markup

→ Saudi Arabia is building a new cubed skyscraper that can fit 20 Empire State buildings
in one of many mega projects part of the Saudi Vision 2030 plan to diversify the country’s
economy. Saudi’s Crown Prince, Mohammad bin Salman bin Abdulaziz unveiled plans to
supposedly build the world’s largest downtown development in Riyadh called New Murabba,
covering over seven square miles. Murrab’s main feature will be a 400 meter high, cubed
skyscraper called the Mukaab. Inspired by the Najdi architectural style, the Mukaab will
comprise a first-of-its-kind immersive experience, thanks to cutting edge digital and virtual
technology with the latest holographic, according to a press release. According to
advertisements, these features could help virtually transport guests to Mars and other magical
worlds. Finally, the cube will encompass a tower on top of a spiral base. This entire
development will accommodate hundreds of thousands of residents, featuring 104,000
residential units, 9,000 hotel rooms, and more than 980,000 sqm of retail space as well as 1.4
million sqm of office space, 620,000 sqm of leisure assets, and 1.8 million sqm of space
dedicated to community facilities. #SAU #DIG #MFG #5G Interesting Engineering

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ The need for mobility is driving SPACECOM to explore options for “dynamic space
operations.” SPACECOM’s deputy commander stated the need is most evident in the Space
Force’s fleet of surveillance satellites that observe activities in space from geosynchronous orbit,
about 22k miles above the Earth. Ideally, those satellites would move around their orbit to view
new areas or to dodge debris or adversary spacecraft. However, they’re relatively static due to
their limited fuel capacity and the need to stay active until the end of their service life. The
command is developing requirements to meet this demand for more mobility in space, and is
open to many possibilities, including on-orbit refueling, satellite servicing, or launching smaller,
more affordable satellites on a faster cadence, so that fuel use and mission life are less of a
concern. #SAT #USA C4ISRNet

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ Georgetown’s Center for Security and Emerging Technologies (CSET) examined the
scope and nature of Chinese investment in Southeast Asian AI companies. Chinese
financial and technology companies have scoured the region for opportunities to expand their
market and strengthen the country’s competitiveness in emerging technologies such as AI.
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CSET’s report analyzes a range of AI-related linkages between Chinese technology companies
and Southeast Asian government and commercial actors over the past decade. Key findings
include the following:

AI investment:
➔ Singapore is the main destination for investment in Southeast Asian AI companies,

accounting for 81 percent of the observed investment transactions in the region and 94
percent of all transaction value.

➔ Southeast Asian AI companies are attracting capital from all over the world, including
from the U.S., China, Japan, Germany, and the United Kingdom. More than 60 percent
of the investment transactions targeting AI companies in Singapore, the Philippines,
Thailand, Indonesia, and Malaysia involved foreign investors.

➔ Chinese investment in Southeast Asia’s AI companies has expanded over the past
decade but still trails behind that of the U.S. in terms of investment transactions.
Between 2010 and 2021, investors from the U.S. participated in 33 percent of all
investment transactions targeting AI companies in Southeast Asia, while Chinese
investors took part in only 12 percent of all transactions.

➔ Despite the intensifying economic and technological competition between the U.S. and
China, investors from these countries occasionally invest in the same AI companies.
Co-investments by U.S. and Chinese investors account for a relatively small but notable
share of the observed transactions involving U.S. or Chinese investors – about 12
percent of the 267 AI investment transactions featuring U.S. and Chinese investors and
over $1B, or 18 percent of the total $5.6B coming from U.S. and Chinese investors over
the past decade.

Other AI-related linkages:
➔ Physical presence – including setting up company subsidiaries, opening regional offices

or headquarters, and building data centers or research and development labs – is the
most common type of AI-related linkage established between Chinese tech companies
and Southeast Asian public and commercial entities. By expanding their economic and
technological footprint in the region, China’s leading tech companies are also gaining
access to new talent, data, and information.

➔ The majority of AI-related linkages between Chinese tech companies and Southeast
Asian government and commercial entities are concentrated in Singapore, and to a
lesser extent, Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia. While AI companies based in Thailand
have not received funding from Chinese investors, Chinese tech companies have
pursued other AI-related activities in Thailand, most notably selling surveillance
equipment and working on smart city projects.

#AI #USA #CHN #JPN #DEU #GBR #SGP #PHL #THA #MYS #IDN CSET

→ A Stanford University researcher found that the latest version of ChatGPT could pass
the Theory of Mind Test at the level of the average 9-year-old child. The Theory of Mind
Test attempts to describe or understand the mental state of a human. It suggests that people
can "guess" what is going on in another person's mind based on available information, but only
to a limited extent. Many people can deduce emotion from facial expressions, but only those
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who know of the events leading up to the facial cues are likely to know the reason before they
can predict that person’s thoughts. Prior research has suggested such abilities emerge and
improve throughout childhood and into adulthood. Study of such theories has led to the
development of tests to measure them. One test involves giving one person a box with a label,
seemingly to identify its contents. Upon opening the box, however, a person finds it is something
else. Then, an identical box is given to another person while the first is asked to predict what is
going on in their mind – i.e., that the second person will be assuming that it contains what is
shown on the label. The researcher tested a version of ChatGPT released before 2022 and
found it could not pass Theory of Mind tests. He then tested a version that came out a short
time later and found it was able to solve 70% of the theoretical tests – roughly equivalent to a
7-year-old child. Then, this past November, he tested the latest version and found it capable of
solving 93% of the tasks – roughly equivalent to a 9-year-old child. #AI #USA Tech Xplore

→ A human player defeated a top-ranked AI system at the board game Go, in a surprise
reversal of the 2016 computer victory that was seen as a milestone in the rise of AI. Kellin
Pelrine, an American player who is one level below the top amateur ranking, beat the machine
by taking advantage of a previously unknown flaw that had been identified by another computer.
He won 14 of 15 games without direct computer support. The tactics were suggested by a
computer program designed by California research firm FAR AI. The program probed the AI
systems looking for weaknesses and suggested a plan that was delivered by Pelrine. His
triumph comes seven years after AI appeared to have taken an unassailable lead over humans
in what is often regarded as the most complex of all board games. According to a professor at
the University of California, Berkeley, the discovery of a weakness in some of the most
advanced Go-playing machines points to a fundamental flaw in the deep learning systems that
underpin today’s most advanced AI. The systems can “understand” only specific situations they
have been exposed to in the past and are unable to generalize in a way that humans find easy.
One likely reason the Go-playing system failed is that the tactic exploited by Pelrine is rarely
used, meaning the AI systems had not been trained on enough similar games to realize they
were vulnerable. #AI #USA Financial Times

→ KTH Royal Institute of Technology researchers used recursive training AI combined
with side channel attacks to break the NIST-recommended CRYSTALS-Kyber public-key
encryption and key encapsulation mechanism. A side-channel attack uses measurable
information obtained from a device running the target implementation, such as timing or power
consumption, to launch an attack. The research was groundbreaking in that it applied deep
learning analysis to side-channel differential analysis. “Deep learning-based side-channel
attacks can overcome conventional countermeasures such as masking, shuffling, random
delays insertion, constant-weight encoding, code polymorphism, and randomized clock,”
according to the researchers. The study is significant because it shows that quantum computers
are not the only threat to encryption. AI that is rapidly improving may pose a significant and
more immediate threat to both classical and post-quantum encryption algorithms. #AI #DIG
#QNT #Cybersecurity #USA #SWE SecurityWeek
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NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ Nokia and Bosch have demonstrated a proof-of-concept for 5G positioning
technology, claiming that 6G will be able to track the position of any object, connected or
not. The precision positioning technology is designed for Industry 4.0 (specifically Factories of
the Future) use cases and tracks mobile and portable devices connected to the 5G network. It
has demonstrated accuracy within 50cm in 90% of the factory footprint under “realistic
manufacturing conditions” in a Bosch production plant in Germany. The proof-of-concept
involved using a private 5G network to determine the position of automated guided vehicles
(AGVs), mobile robots and mobile control panels around the plant. While standard 5G
positioning measures the time it takes for mobile signals to travel from a device to base stations
and anchor nodes, this system equips 5G nodes with multiple receive antennas, allowing the
network to detect the incoming angles of signals. Nokia and Bosch expect that by the time 6G is
available, installations will be used to determine the location of any object, whether connected
or not, allowing 6G signals to function similarly to radar, providing users with awareness of their
surroundings beyond their traditional senses. #5G #DIG #AUT #MFG #EUR #FIN #DEU
Telecoms.com

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ According to a Chainalysis report, despite the market downturn in 2022, the volume of
crypto-based crime transactions rose for the second consecutive year, reaching an
all-time high of $20.6B. 43% of 2022’s illicit transaction volume came from sanctioned entities.
For example, OFAC sanctioned Russia-based Garantex in April 2022, but the business
accounted for the majority of sanctions-related transaction volume. Transactions associated with
sanctioned crypto services represent a substantial compliance risk for businesses that are
subject to U.S. jurisdiction, including fines and potential criminal charges. While transaction
volumes fell across the more conventional categories of cryptocurrency-related crime, stolen
funds rose 7% year-over-year. Chainalysis predicts the market downturn may be one reason for
this. In the past, crypto scams have taken in less revenue during bear markets, likely because
users are more pessimistic and less likely to believe a scam’s promises of high returns amid
declining asset prices. In general, less money in crypto correlates with less money associated
with crypto crime. Overall, the share of all illicit cryptocurrency activity associated with illicit
activity has risen for the first time since 2019 – yet illicit activity in cryptocurrency remains a
small share of total volume at less than 1%. Despite this year’s jump, crime as a share of all
crypto activity is still trending downwards.

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ Lockheed Martin is partnering with the U.S. Navy to integrate hypersonic strike
capability onto surface ships. The U.S. Navy awarded Lockheed Martin a contract worth more
than $2B, if all options are exercised, to integrate the Conventional Prompt Strike (CPS)
weapon system onto ZUMWALT-class guided missile destroyers (DDGs). CPS is a hypersonic
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boost-glide weapon system that enables long-range missile flight at speeds greater than Mach
5, with high survivability against enemy defenses. Under this contract, prime contractor
Lockheed Martin will provide launcher systems, weapon control, All Up Rounds (AURs), which
are the integrated missile components, and platform integration support for this naval platform.
The company, along with industry partners including subcontractors Northrop Grumman and
General Dynamics Mission Systems, is on track to provide the CPS surface-launched,
sea-based hypersonic strike capability to sailors by the mid-2020s. The contract also provides
for additional AURs plus canisters for the U.S. Army's Long-Range Hypersonic Weapon
(LRHW) testing, training, and tactical employment. The combination of the CPS capability, and
the stealth and mobility of the ZUMWALT-class destroyer, will provide the nation's first
sea-based hypersonic strike capability. #AER #USA Lockheed Martin

→ Chinese military researchers have allegedly made a big advancement in improving the
effectiveness of air-breathing engines that utilize solid-state fuel for hypersonic flight.
According to the South China Morning Post, the development may expand China's operational
range of hypersonic missiles, doubling their combat potency. The technology slows incoming
fresh air to less than sound speed before it enters the combustion chamber, allowing the fuel to
burn more thoroughly. The researchers tested the prototype engine in a ground simulation of a
flight at an altitude of 15.5 miles at Mach 6 speed. The prototype produced fuel efficiency of 79
percent, which is nearly twice as high as a conventional scramjet engine under the same
circumstances. The researchers introduced boron powder into the combustion chamber, and by
switching the powder injection mode from single to multiple nozzles, they produced extra shock
waves that expanded and flowed higher toward the air entrance, instantly slowing the speed of
the fresh air. This led to a greater combustion temperature and more thrust, which enabled the
engine to cruise farther and longer. The development of the boron engine may make hypersonic
missiles more maneuverable and sensitive to targets, giving missile defense systems a little
time to react. #AER #CHN Interesting Engineering

→ A team of Chinese military engineers is developing a “phantom space strike” – a new
tactic to overwhelm missile defenses by creating a swarm of fake target signals from
space. They revealed the project to the public for the first time this month while announcing
they had conducted a proof-of-concept computer simulation. The modeling results were positive
and the project would move to the next stage to tackle engineering challenges, according to the
team. In the simulation, a ballistic missile was launched against an enemy protected by a
state-of-the-art missile defense system. After reaching an altitude above the atmosphere, the
missile released three small spacecraft. Radio interference instruments on the spacecraft picked
up enemy radar network signals and sent back phantom signals making the unarmed missile
appear to be a much bigger threat than it really was. Based on those signals, the simulated
enemy forces on the ground then launched an interceptor towards the ghost warhead. #AER
#CHN SCMP

BIOTECHNOLOGY
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→ California-based biotech startup Machine Bio has been selected by the International
Space Station (ISS) National Laboratory to receive up to $500k to advance technology
that synthesizes pure proteins from DNA in microgravity. Machine Bio has developed a
cell-free technology that promises to reduce the cost and time required for pure protein
synthesis. The company's technology generates protein faster than traditional methods while
requiring less labor and taking up less space. Machine Bio intends to use the ISS National Lab
to test the technology's functionality onboard the space station. As a result, the company may
be able to advance its technology, bringing it closer to commercialization. The ability to rapidly
produce pure protein in space would be a significant advance for biomedical research in low
Earth orbit and would be critical for studies on future spaceflight missions farther from Earth.
In-space production applications is a strategic focus area for the ISS National Lab. Applied
research and development in this area demonstrates space-based manufacturing and
production to enable new business growth and capital investment and to create scalable and
sustainable market opportunities. #BIO #AER #MFG #USA ISS National Laboratory

→ Novotech, an Australian biotech contract research organization (CRO), has released a
new report on global Phase I trial activity, which includes current metrics on fast growth
regions and therapeutic areas. Key findings include:
➔ In the last 10 years, Asia Pacific has been the fastest-growing region for Phase I clinical

trials reaching a share of 58% in 2022, with China leading the way overall.
➔ Chinese biopharma innovations are increasingly obtaining regulatory acceptance on a

global scale. USFDA designations for therapies originating in China have multiplied
recently, including fast track—a pathway for treatments that address unmet medical
needs—and breakthrough therapy for those that might enhance current treatments.

➔ Chinese biopharmas are increasingly looking into opportunities for going global, to
develop and commercialize novel therapies for patients in the US and European
markets.

➔ Biopharmaceutical companies, particularly in China, are investing in and developing
drugs based on proprietary technology platforms involving bispecific antibodies and
antibody-drug conjugates for different malignancies.

➔ Between 2018-2022, Mainland China, Australia, South Korea, Japan and India were the
top 5 Asian locations involved in the trials with more than 500 trials each, and together
contribute over 50% of the global Phase I trials.

➔ Between 2018-2022, in the West, the Phase I trials are dominated by the US having
20% share of trials, while 7 European countries (Germany, Spain, Poland, Czech
Republic, Bulgaria, Romania and Georgia) contributed 6% share of the trials.

➔ Over 11,000 Phase I trials were initiated from 2018 until 2022, by the biopharmaceutical
industry, in top biologic drug classes such as; targeted therapies, immunomodulatory,
immuno-oncology, adoptive cell therapy, gene based (RNA-DNA),
autologous/allogenic/regenerative medicine/stem cells, vaccines, multi-specific
monoclonal antibodies and microbiome therapies.

➔ The Asia Pacific region benefits from cutting-edge medical infrastructure and
government regulations that make it easier to approve new drug trials, register new
drugs, and file new scientific patents. Because of a combination of these factors, the
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region has emerged as a desirable and competitive location for biopharmaceutical
companies to conduct Phase I clinical trials and relocate their R&D facilities.

#BIO #CHN #AUS #KOR #JPN #IND #USA #EUR #DEU #ESP #POL #CZE #BGR #ROU
#GEO #THA #TWN #NZL #SGP #HKG #MYL #PHL Labiotech.eu

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
→ China has surpassed the U.S. in nuclear fusion patents, pointing to its ambition to take
the lead in the development of an alternative to fossil fuels. China came first in a nuclear
fusion patent ranking compiled by Tokyo-based research company astamuse ahead of
second-placed U.S., which was followed by the U.K. and Japan. China was also ranked first in
the number of patents, and companies and research institutions that had filed patents in the
nuclear fusion field. Chinese patents were concentrated in the area of practical applications,
such as the creation of a ceramic composite material that can be used in the wall of a nuclear
fusion reactor. This technology was developed by the Chinese Academy of Sciences and is
considered the most important breakthrough in the survey period. Nuclear fusion refers to the
energy released from fusing two hydrogen nuclei. In theory, the technology should be able to
generate energy equivalent to that produced by 8 tons of oil from just one gram of fuel. #GRN
#USA #CHN #JPN #GBR Nikkei Asia
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→ According to BloombergNEF data, the U.S is now the world's second-largest EV
market behind China, shifting Germany down to the third spot. Last year, nearly 1M EVs
were sold in the U.S., compared with 650k in 2021. BloombergNEF stated the US is poised for a
breakout year in 2023 with new EV manufacturing capacity and a fairly generous federal tax
credit expected to drive sales to around 1.6M. The Biden administration is the biggest proponent
of electrifying America's future, pushing for decarbonization across the entire transportation
system. On the local level, California, New York, and other states are moving to phase out the
sale of gasoline-powered cars by the end of the decade to mitigate the effects of climate
change. #GRN #USA #CHN #DEU Oilprice.com

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ Scientists developed a special wood that's stronger than its natural counterpart and
helps reduce carbon emissions by sequestering carbon dioxide (CO2) from the
surrounding air. In a top-down approach, the team delignified wood; parts of the wood that
give it its color were removed, thus creating a hierarchical, porous structure. The porous
structure was then infused by soaking it in a solution containing microparticles of a
high-performance absorbing material called Metal-Organic Framework (MOF). Following a
top-down approach allowed the researchers to create a structure that closely mimics the natural
structure of wood while also making infusing the material throughout the entire structure easier.
The result is a functional wood structure that captures and retains CO2 with high selectivity over
nitrogen and water vapor. The team believes this new type of wood, which can be easily
produced using existing technologies, can be used in a wide range of applications, from
construction to furniture making, as an eco-friendlier alternative to traditional materials. The
team plans to determine sequestration processes and perform a detailed economic analysis to
understand the scalability and commercial viability of the new material. #MFG Interesting
Engineering

→ Researchers fabricated a vacuum-deposited elastic polymer for developing
stretchable electronics. This material, introduced in Nature Electronics, could be used to
create stretchy field-effect transistors (FETs), which are primary components of most electronic
devices on the market today. The material could also enable the fabrication of new logic circuits
that consume less electrical power. The transistors and circuits could then be used to create
numerous soft electronics, including wearable and implantable devices. #MFG Tech Xplore

→ Engineers at Stanford University have designed a new material for nanoscale 3D
printing that can absorb twice as much energy as other similarly dense materials.
Nanoscale printing creates structures that are a fraction of the diameter of a human hair and
can print minuscule materials that are both strong and light. In the future, the researchers’
invention could be used to create better lightweight protection for fragile pieces of satellites,
drones, and microelectronics. #MFG #SAT #AUT #CHP #USA NSF

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
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→ Despite sanctions, Russia continues to deploy small unmanned Chinese aircraft in its
war in Ukraine. Chinese drones are still providing the Kremlin with an effective way to target
Ukrainian forces, according to Western officials, security analysts, and customs data. Some of
the commercial drones are arriving on the front lines from Russian distributors supplied by
China-based DJI, according to customs records, while others are transported through the United
Arab Emirates. Russia’s continued deployment of Chinese drones on the Ukrainian battlefield
shows how its military has been able to draw critical items for its military from abroad, despite a
wide-ranging Western pressure campaign intended to restrain Moscow’s ability to continue the
war. The Pentagon worries that these drones aren’t only fueling Russia’s war effort, but also are
allowing China to gather crucial battlefield intelligence that might enhance Beijing’s war
readiness. Chinese quadcopters, small unmanned helicopters with four rotors, have been a
concern for the Pentagon since early in the war in Ukraine. The drones, which are used for both
civilian and military purposes, are often bought by third parties and then shipped from China.
#AUT #SCRM #AI #Geopolitics #USA #CHN #RUS #UKR #ARE WSJ

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte wrote an op/ed that highlighted the deteriorating ties
between Europe and Beijing, saying “the 21st century will be the century of democracy
and thus the century of America.” Rutte’s remarks come days after his visit to Ukraine, and
add to the sense that the U.S. and its European allies are losing patience with China over its
closeness to Russian President Putin. Rutte’s article places the Netherlands at Washington’s
side in its increasingly tense standoff with China. The Netherlands - home to chip machine giant
ASML Holding NV - has agreed to join the U.S. effort to further restrict exports of chip
technology to China. Last week, ASML accused a former China-based employee of stealing
confidential information, the second such breach in less than a year. #NLD #USA #CHN #RUS
#UKR #CHP #Geopolitics #SCRM Bloomberg

→ EPFL scientists have developed a novel method for overcoming scaling limitations in
transistors and other components by implementing a new class of terahertz devices. Until
now, the ability to make electronic devices faster has come down to a simple principle: scaling
down transistors and other components. But this approach is reaching its limit, as the benefits of
shrinking are counterbalanced by detrimental effects like resistance and decreased output
power. Instead of shrinking their device, they rearranged it, notably by etching patterned
contacts called metastructures at sub-wavelength distances onto a semiconductor made of
gallium nitride and indium gallium nitride. These metastructures allow the electrical fields inside
the device to be controlled, yielding properties that do not occur in nature. Notably, the device
can operate at terahertz frequencies (between 0.3 and 30 THz), which are significantly faster
than the gigahertz waves used in today's electronics. As a result, they can carry much more
information for a given signal or period, giving them great potential for applications in 6G
communications and beyond. #CHP #DIG #6G #MFG #CHE EPFL News

→ For the first time, top scientists from China's most influential scientific body have
publicly outlined the country's plan to circumvent US chip sanctions, codifying Beijing's
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view of how it can win a critical technological conflict with Washington. Two senior
academics wrote that Beijing should amass a portfolio of patents that govern the next
generation of chipmaking, from novel materials to new techniques. This should propel China's
semiconductor ambitions while also giving China the influence to push back against US
sanctions, according to the Chinese Academy of Sciences bulletin. The academy advises
China's top decision makers, and the article echoes President Xi Jinping's call for victory in core
technology development. #CHP #SCRM #Geopolitics #CHN #USA Bloomberg

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ The Quantum Insider has published a new report analyzing trends in quantum
technology investment. Key findings include:
➔ Despite a slight decrease in fundraising from the previous year, with an estimated $2.2B

invested in quantum in 2022, the private quantum company market has proven to be
relatively more resilient to funding shortages in other tech sectors.

➔ The quantum technology industry still accounts for a small portion of total VC funding,
and North America remains the most concentrated market for quantum startups, despite
increasing diversification. SandboxAQ's nine-figure funding helped propel software to the
top of the quantum subsegment.

➔ PC is most active in the following European markets: the UK, France, Finland, and
Germany. In the Asia-Pacific region, there have been a number of large investments in
the region in 2022 as interest in quantum technology and the number of emerging
players continue to grow.

➔ Over 70 funding rounds for existing quantum start-ups were announced, and more than
40 new quantum tech companies were founded in 2022.

➔ Significant advances in quantum research were made, and a quantum researcher was
awarded both the Breakthrough Prize and the Nobel Prize.

➔ In a recent TQI poll, 66% (n=230) reported they believed that private investment into
quantum technology companies in 2023 will surpass 2022 with only 21% concerned we
will see a decline.
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#QNT #USA #EUR #GBR #FRA #FIN #DEU The Quantum Insider

GEOPOLITICS
→ Officials in the U.S. and European Union accuse China of using its courts and patent
panels to undermine foreign intellectual property rights and help Chinese businesses.
They say China is focusing such efforts on industries it deems important, including technology,
pharmaceuticals, and rare-earth minerals. In a 2021 EU survey about global intellectual property
protection, respondents expressed concerns about court rulings favoring Chinese stakeholders
when strategic sectors or companies are concerned. They called patent invalidation a serious
problem in China. American Science & Engineering (AS&E) is an X-ray equipment maker whose
patent was invalidated by China in 2018. The company created an X-ray van, called the ZBV, by
placing a low-powered X-ray machine on the back of a Ford chassis. The U.S. military used the
mobile scanner to detect improvised explosive devices during the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.
In 2017, AS&E learned of a pitch in Argentina by a Chinese rival, Nuctech, that appeared to be
promoting a ZBV copycat. AS&E didn’t have patent protection in Argentina, but it did in China. A
Nuctech executive responded to an AS&E lawyer’s request for the two companies to discuss a
licensing agreement by saying Nuctech owned all relevant intellectual property rights. That
same day, a Chinese trade group asked China’s Patent Reexamination Board to consider
invalidating AS&E’s rights to its scanning van. In 2018, the board complied, concluding that
AS&E’s patent wasn’t original enough. Separately, Fractus, a Spanish antenna designer, and
Vectis, its British technology-licensing partner, were among at least eight companies that had
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patents overturned in China in late 2020. A Shanghai court refused to stop what Fractus and
Vectis alleged was an infringement of their wireless antenna patents by a Chinese company.
The two companies, which are litigating several patents with Chinese rivals, are appealing the
ruling. Furthermore, a court in Ningbo ruled in 2021 that an affiliate of Japan’s Hitachi had
violated antitrust law by refusing to license its patented rare-earth magnet technology to a
Chinese company. According to Hitachi, the ruling is far removed from international practice
concerning the exercise of patent rights and the application of antitrust law. It is appealing to
China’s Supreme People’s Court. #Geopolitics #DIG #CHP #AI #GRN #BIO #USA #CHN #ESP
#ARG #GBR #JPN WSJ

→ Concern that a Russian setback in Ukraine would cripple China’s partner against the
West is helping drive Beijing’s push for an end to the war. During a surprise visit to Kyiv,
President Biden on Monday, February 20, announced half a billion dollars of additional
assistance to Ukraine, underlining the urgency for Beijing in seeking an end to a war that has
welded the U.S. and its Europe allies closer together and that risks irreparably cementing
China’s rift with the West. A diminished Russian power gives China an upper hand in the
bilateral relationship, potentially leading to more favorable deals, including for energy, for
Beijing. However, officials believe Mr. Xi has little interest in seeing Moscow emerge from the
war severely crippled. Beijing is pressing for a more active role in trying to end the conflict.
According to Beijing’s top foreign-affairs official Wang Yi, the country would unveil details of a
Chinese peace initiative on February 24. Since Russia started its war with Ukraine, China has
provided crucial economic and diplomatic support for Moscow, buying up Russian energy and
accusing the U.S. and NATO of creating conditions that provoked Russia’s invasion. Russian
customs records show Chinese state-owned defense companies have also been shipping
navigation equipment, jamming technology, and jet-fighter parts to sanctioned Russian
government-owned defense companies. #Geopolitics #USA #RUS #CHN #UKR WSJ

→ Putin said he is suspending the country’s participation in the last standing nuclear
weapons treaty between the U.S. and Russia. The New START treaty, which is set to expire
in February 2026, took effect in 2011. New START allows each country to verify the weapons
pact is being followed, by inspecting the other country’s nuclear arsenal multiple times each
year. The treaty also requires regular communications about an array of military equipment and
operations to avoid misunderstandings or accidents. Russia and the U.S. hold the vast majority
of the world’s nuclear weapons, with each possessing some 4,000 warheads. The treaty also
includes regular on-site inspections, which were suspended during COVID, and while the U.S.
has tried to resume them, Russia has refused. Experts say that while Putin’s latest move to
suspend participation in the treaty does not necessarily signal an arms race, it will make it
challenging to govern nuclear stockpiles in the future. #Geopolitics #RUS #USA NPR

→ The U.S. and the Netherlands signed a Joint Statement on Cooperation in Quantum
Information Science and Technology (QIST) on February 15, 2023. The statement
underscores robust bilateral ties in emerging technologies. QIST, which includes devices such
as quantum computers, quantum networks, and quantum sensors, could enable capabilities
beyond the reach of traditional devices with potential benefits in areas as wide ranging as
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climate, energy, healthcare, and data security. The U.S. and the Netherlands have each
launched national initiatives to accelerate QIST through their respective National Quantum
Initiative and Quantum Delta NL programs. The countries are also founding members of the
Entanglement Exchange, a portal for exchange opportunities in QIST with nations guided by
shared values. #Geopolitics #QNT #GRN #5G #BIO #DIG #Cybersecurity #USA #NLD
Quantum.gov

CYBERSECURITY
→ The city of Oakland in California recently declared a state of emergency due to
network outages caused by a ransomware attack. The city's IT department is working with
federal and state law enforcement to determine the scope and severity of the attack. The city’s
IT department has also isolated impacted computer systems. Oakland’s IT systems are
particularly vulnerable, due to its legacy systems and limited resources, which is common in
local governments, according to experts. #Cybersecurity #DIG #SCRM #USA NBC

→ Researchers from the Chinese cybersecurity firm Qi An Pangu Lab claim to have
identified six members of the “Against The West (ATW)” hacking group, according to a
report published by state-controlled media. Three of the six people identified by Pangu Lab
are from France, and one is from Canada. Only one is named: Tillie Kottmann, a Swiss national,
was indicted by the U.S. DOJ in March 2021 for hacking into more than 100 businesses and
disclosing confidential information online via a personal website. The Pangu Lab analysis
showed that ATW’s “active members are mainly engaged in programming and network
engineer-related occupations and they are mainly located in Switzerland, France, Poland,
Canada and other countries,” according to the report. ATW members have published several
statements claiming that the organization's targets are Russia, Belarus, China, Iran, and North
Korea, and that it is willing to share files with the US and the EU or be hired by their related
agencies. The group first appeared in October 2021, releasing data purportedly obtained from
the People's Bank of China. Later that month, another dataset from the Chinese Ministry of
Public Security was released, and the group has become best known for releasing source code
from Chinese organizations. Pangu's research describes ATW's activities as mainly involving
"large-scale scanning and attacks against technical vulnerabilities on SonarQube, Gogs, Gitblit
and other open-source network systems. They would then steal related source code and data to
further exploit and penetrate the network information system," according to the report. The
identification of ATW members is "the second time that the lab revealed the true face of a
hacker organization that has been carrying out data theft and network attacks on China,
following the exposure of Equation, a hacking group affiliated with the NSA, in February 2022,"
according to the report. #Cybersecurity #CHN #FRA #CAN #CHE #POL #RUS #BLR #IRN
#PRK #USA #EU The Record

→ On Monday, the US Department of Defense secured an exposed server that had been
leaking internal US military emails to the public Internet for the past two weeks. The
exposed server was hosted on Microsoft's Azure government cloud for DoD customers, which
uses physically separate servers from other commercial customers and can thus be used to
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share sensitive but unclassified government data. The exposed server was part of an internal
mailbox system that held approximately 3 TB of internal military emails, many of which were
related to the United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM). However, due to a
misconfiguration, the server was left without a password, allowing anyone on the internet to
access the sensitive mailbox data inside using only a web browser and its IP address. Anurag
Sen, an ethical security researcher, discovered the exposed server over the weekend and
notified TechCrunch, who notified the US government. The server contained internal military
email messages from years ago, some of which contained sensitive personnel information. One
of the exposed files contained a completed SF-86 questionnaire, which is completed by federal
employees seeking a security clearance and contains highly sensitive PII. These personnel
questionnaires contain background information on security clearance holders that foreign
adversaries find useful. The data leak of the mailbox server was first detected on February 8,
according to a listing on Shodan. #Cybersecurity #DIG #USA TechCrunch

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ Qualcomm is launching a paid cloud software service to help companies that use its
chips keep tabs on goods as they move through the supply chain. Qualcomm Aware, as
the new service is called, works with Qualcomm chips that go into tracking devices for shipping
containers, pallets, packages, and other parts of supply chains to help companies track where
their goods and materials are. Most of those trackers are made by third parties, but Qualcomm
makes a few devices of its own, such as a tilt sensor that can be attached to utility poles to
report whether they have toppled over during storms. The software service aims to let
Qualcomm customers program their chips from one central spot, with updates sent to the chips
over the air. Qualcomm's software will connect to other cloud-based services such as
Microsoft’s Dynamics 365 service, which corporations use to keep tabs on their inventory and
supplies. Companies could use the two systems to build things like virtual dashboards that show
where all of a firm's inventory is at a given moment. #SCRM #CHP #DIG #USA Reuters
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